Media Kit 2019

Multiple channels to
reach an engaged
owner-operator audience

August 2018
Custom rigs in
Overdrive’s Pride & Polish
competition are among
attractions at the Great
American Trucking Show.

April 2018
Overdrive recipients were consumed
with news about strict enforcement
of the new electronic logging
mandate, which began April 1st.

March 2018
The Starship concept truck,
demonstrating new levels of
fuel economy and freightton efficiency, was among
highlights at the MidAmerica Trucking Show.

June 2018
The annual Roadcheck
safety enforcement blitz
affects thousands of
drivers on the road.

December 2018
Many truckers donate their
time and equipment to
deliver wreaths to military
graves during the holidays
as part of the Wreaths
Across America programs.
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What’s your win? It’s one of the most important
questions we ask our clients. These pages
showcase trucking’s best-in-class channels, data
and tools, but it’s your needs that drive planning and
activate the value of what we have to offer.
Award-winning Overdrive, the owner-operator
standard bearer for nearly six decades, reaches your
audience on several platforms. RigDig® provides
business intelligence and vehicle data to better
inform decisions. Professional Services integrates
RigDig® with your CRM or marketing automation
to improve strategy and execution. And our digital
marketing group can micro-target prospects down
to equipment or brands used.
We’ve made it our mission to anticipate what our
clients might need, such as finding new ways to
target and engage prospects and optimize lead
generation and, with the acquisition of Smart Rhino
Labs, support post-campaign recruiting needs.
But our greatest value is the ability to develop
customized plans based on your pain points, your
specific target and what you define as your “win.”
What’s your win?
Scott Miller, SVP of Sales, Randall-Reilly
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The Randall-Reilly Trucking Audience
Whether your objective is lead generation, account growth or retention,
our proprietary RigDig® database provides the largest audience and insights available anywhere.

7.1MM
TOTAL B2B CONTACTS
1.7MM
TRUCKING CONTACTS
658.8K

FLEET
CONTACTS

514.2K

OWNER-OPERATOR
CONTACTS

360.8K

OWNER-OPERATOR
EMAILS

*Audience data powered by RigDig® Business Intelligence and Driver Applicant Database
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639.1K

UNIQUE DRIVER
APPLICANTS

69.2K

PARTS/SERVICE
CONTACTS

16.2K

DEALER
CONTACTS

Trucking Industry Overview
According to the American Trucking Associations, more
than 1 million fleets move 10.5 billion tons of freight
valued at $726 billion in one year. Trucking also accounts
for 7.3 million jobs throughout the economy, including
3.5 million truck drivers.

Carriers By Fleet Size

Number
of Fleets

Number of Class 3-8
trucks operated

1,391,218

1,357,286

828,746

Carriers By Operating Type
414,233

295,498
689,601

657,304

568,040
35,463

32,022

42,664
Private: <10 Trucks

Owner-Operator:
For-hire, <10 Trucks

Private: 10+ Trucks

For Hire: 10+ Trucks

460,363

108,179

1-4

5-9

10 - 19

455,941
22,214
20 - 49

3,052

50 - 99

100 - 249

Number of Trucks
Analysis provided by RigDig® Business Intelligence gives insight into active fleets in the United States by
operating segment. Operating segments are defined by RigDig® Business Intelligence as:
1. For-Hire: 10+ Fleet - an entity with 10 or greater power units operating as For-Hire.
2. Private: 10+ Fleet - an entity with 10 or greater power units operating as a private fleet.
3. Owner-Operator - a For-Hire entity operating under its own authority with less than 10 power units and
operating at least one verified Class 8 unit or one tractor.
4. Private: <10 Fleet - an entity with less than 10 power units that operates as Private.
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309,204

6,666

906
250 - 499

700
500
and over

Analysis of active fleets from RigDig® Business Intelligence. Active fleets with an estimated
fleet size of one or more are grouped into RigDig®’s estimated fleet size category. The chart
displays the count of fleets and the estimated number of Class 3-8 trucks in each group.
NOTE: These are just some of the segments captured by RigDig®.
For a complete look at all entities in the RigDig database, contact your sales representative.
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Overdrive Audience Overview
Overdrive’s audience is largely comprised of highly entrepreneurial owner-operators.
Their preferred medium is print, which makes Overdrive an invaluable marketing channel.

Overdrive Audience Classification

Top Source for Industry Information
4% Leased small fleet

6% Other

(two or more trucks)

Printed magazines....................................................... 44%
Email newsletters........................................................ 22%
Digital magazines........................................................ 16%

19%

(Where pages flip, zoom or provide interactive media)

Small fleet
(two or more trucks)
owner-operators
with own authority

Radio/satellite radio...................................................... 7%
Social media................................................................... 5%
(Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.)

42%

29%

Leased
owner-operators
(one truck)

Owner-operators
(one truck)
with own authority

Magazine websites........................................................ 5%
Podcasts........................................................................<1%
Video...............................................................................<1%
Supplier websites..........................................................<1%
Webinars.........................................................................<1%
Meetings and conventions..........................................<1%

Sources: 2016 and 2017 Overdrive Operations Survey Report & Overdrive Connectivity Study
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Top Sources for Evaluation of Products or Services
All Respondents

Leased Owner-Operator

Independent Owner-Operator

Articles in print trucking magazines

54%

57%

52%

Articles on trucking magazine websites

35%

36%

34%

Advertisements in print trucking magazines

33%

34%

33%

Advertisements on trucking magazine websites

19%

18%

19%

Industry trade shows or conferences

15%

16%

14%

Attended a dealer event

3%

2%

3%

Visit from supplier sales reps or dealers

6%

7%

5%

Email newsletters from trucking magazines

17%

17%

18%

Email promotions from suppliers or dealers

11%

11%

11%

Direct mail from suppliers or dealers

8%

8%

9%

Internet research

51%

48%

52%

Input from drivers

33%

36%

31%

Input from technicians

30%

32%

29%

Other

3%

1%

3%

None of the above

15%

14%

15%
Source: 2017 Overdrive Reader Profile Survey
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Overdrive Audience Overview
Overdrive recipients tend to keep their trucks longer than the average fleet but have slightly fewer maintenance
violations. They also are more likely to have an hours of service violation. These are insights to consider when marketing
parts, service and compliance products or targeting owner-operators for their propensity to buy used.

Average Age of Truck Operated
Overdrive Subscribers

RigDig®

42%

RigDig®

Inspection Violations By Category
Overdrive Subscribers

72%

37%

Vehicle Maintenance

67%
11%

23%

13%

15%

Hours of Service

11%

11%

12%

17%

20%

Other

Unsafe Driving

Hazmat

Less Than
5 Years

5 To Under
8 Years

8 To Under
12 Years

12 To Under
20 Years

20 Years
and Older

Analysis provided by RigDig® Business Intelligence grouping active fleets with a verified vehicle
by the average age of a given fleet’s Class 3-8 vehicles operated in the past 24 months.
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Controlled Substance

11%
9%
15%
5%
6%
0.80%
0.40%
0.10%
0.10%

Analysis provided by RigDig® Business Intelligence of the percent of total
inspection violations in the past 24 months by CSA category.

Unmatched Audience Insights
RigDig® Business Intelligence can help you transform the way you
look at sales and marketing.

Target
Prospects By:

Data-Driven Intelligence On More Than
1 Million Trucking Entities
Find prospects operating your competitors’ brands.

Fleet Size

Equipment
Age

Equipment
Owned

Violations

Location

Type of
Haul

Miles
Driven

Online
Behaviors

Understand a prospect’s fleet makeup.
Target fleets that tend to operate used trucks.
Integrate your territory assignments for easy segmentation.
Discover all fleets within certain travel lanes.
Identify your prospects with inspection violations in a specific category.
Integrate RigDig directly into your CRM.
Integrate RigDig’s custom segments into your marketing automation tool.

See The Power of Data in Digital Marketing section to learn more about how our digital services
group uses RigDig® data to micro-target prospects down to equipment or brands used.

Ask your Randall-Reilly Sales Representative for a demonstration of how RigDig® can power your

More

marketing efforts, or go to www.randallreilly.com/rig-data/ to schedule a demo today.
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Move Prospects From Consideration to Purchase
Moving a prospect from
consideration to purchase
requires targeting and
multiple touches to create
engagement. Across print,
web, email, newsletters,
social media and ad
networks, Overdrive’s multichannel engagement
tactics can be leveraged to
accelerate your prospects’
decision-making process.

Overdrive
Magazine
Recipients

214K

Annual Reach

1.8MM

287K

Total
Owner-Operator
Contacts

514K

Owner-Operator
Emails

361K

435K

For detailed Overdrive audience information,
download Overdrive’s latest audit report at
http://www.randallreilly.com/audit/

Overdrive
Monthly
Mobile Visits

490K

Social
Followers
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Overdrive
Website Monthly
Unique Visitors

Ad
Network

Overdrive
Daily Newsletter
Subscribers

116K

*All counts current
as of June 2018

Channel selection matters.

Neuroscience has shown that print or paper-based
reading is associated with stronger transfer to long-term
memory, recall and overall comprehension. Research
conducted over a span of eight years strongly supports
how print boosts digital performance across several key
attributes, making print an important part of the mix.

Average Brand Lift
Online vs. Online + Print

10%

4%

Brand
Awareness

10%

4%

Brand
Favorability

Source: Milward Brown Digital, 2007-2015
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11%

4%

Brand
Purchase Intent
Online

Online + Print

Print

214K Annual Reach
Overdrive magazine is the
preferred medium of our vast
owner-operator audience.
PerfectCirc, the quarterly addition
of pre-qualified recipients from
our proprietary RigDig® database
ensures your marketing will
reach a continually expanding
base of qualified buyers, with
editorial content customized to
their interests.

Newsletters

Website

287K Unique
Monthly Visits
When it comes to staying on
top of up-to-the-minute industry
news, business tips and the latest
equipment, owner-operators turn
to Overdrive online. The immediacy
of this content provides
opportunities to continually
engage with your target audience,
support conversion-based
campaigns and drive traffic to
your website.

Promotions

116K Recipients

Competitions & Events

Overdrive’s daily email
newsletter targets an
exceptionally engaged owneroperator audience. Overdrive’s
Custom Rigs, a separate
newsletter, has weekly
distribution tailored to fans of
customized trucks. Overdrive’s
Video 6-pack, also a weekly,
collects the best recent and
archived videos.

Overdrive editors produce several
annual promotions that drive
reader engagement and provide
advertisers with opportunities for
added visibility.

Mobile App
Overdrive content is easily
available on this platform for
owner-operators who want their
content on the go.
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The Power of Data in Digital Marketing

Our in-house digital services group is staffed by over 100 certified
professionals who individually manage search, display, social,
native, aggregator and video/radio channels. Their most potent
assets are the proprietary audience data amassed from our brands
and RigDig®, which provides exclusive insights into equipment
ownership, brand preferences and propensity to buy used or new.
This data can be matched with Google and Facebook audiences
to create your custom audience list, so your campaigns reach your
specific target.
As a Google Premier Partner, we are among the first to have access
to Google beta products, as well as continual updates on latebreaking insights, best-in-class practices and exclusive briefings.
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Our audiences built by data can be
targeted through multi-channel campaigns.

General Truck Driver

Your Specific
Owner-Operator
1-9
1-9 Trucks

Used Equipment
Preference

Average Age
of Equipment

State of
Georgia

The Deepest Bench Strength in Trucking
With Overdrive and its sister brands, Randall-Reilly has the deepest bench strength in
trucking. These platforms provide critical information to professionals who buy, sell,
service or operate trucks and trailers, as well as a highly targeted means for marketers
to reach them.

The No.1 Lifestyle
Source for Truckers
truckersnews.com

Commercial Carrier
Journal
ccjdigital.com
CCJ has been serving the needs of
the nation’s fleet market for more
than 100 years. Through its sister
brand RigDig®, CCJ can provide the
deepest fleet audience insights in
the industry.
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The Aftermarket
Authority
truckpartsandservice.com
Truck Parts & Service has
been helping readers run their
aftermarket businesses more
effectively since 1966. Truck Parts
& Service reaches owners and
top managers of medium- and
heavy-duty truck parts distributors,
service providers, travel centers
and truck and trailer dealers that
offer services and parts sales.

Delivering Innovation
in Sales, Service and
Support

Truckers News offers daily
trucking news, lifestyle, health
and job-related content through
newsletters, social media and a
dedicated website to keep truckers
up-to-date.

successfuldealer.com
Founded in 1978, Successful Dealer
is the only publication edited
exclusively for the dealer market.
Successful Dealer consistently
delivers innovation in sales,
service and support to mediumand heavy-duty truck dealers,
trailer dealers, truck renting/
leasing companies and truck
body/equipment distributors.

The Online Community
For Women Drivers
SheDrivesTrucks.com
She Drives Trucks is a weekly
newsletter focusing on health
concerns, personal safety, driving
jobs and other issues that women
face on the road.

2019 Editorial Calendar
Note: This calendar will be updated throughout the year.

IN EVERY ISSUE
• Gear Guide: New products
• Voices: Reader commentary
on news and issues
• Logbook: Industry news
• Custom Rigs: Show trucks,
Class 8 truck racing and
readers’ rigs
• Fleet News: Carrier pay raises,
expansions and driver honors

January
• Cover: How ELDs are changing
length-of-haul considerations
• Feature: Preparing for the
next downturn
• Equipment: Steer tires

February
• Cover: California’s war on
owner-operators
• Feature: Understanding engine
warning lights
• Equipment: Seats
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March
• Cover: Growing beyond
one truck
• Feature: Return on investment
for buying a trailer
• Equipment: Brakes

April
• Cover: LTL and private fleet
truckload hauling
• Feature: Livestock hauling
• Equipment: Severe service

May
• Cover: Owner-Operator of
the Year profile
• Feature: Crypto-currency
in trucking
• Equipment: MATS
introductions

June

October

• Cover: ELD effects: detention,
productivity, $/mile and more
• Feature: Hauling no-freeze
freight in the north
• Equipment: Auxiliary power
units

• Cover: Pride & Polish
winners
• Feature: Trade groups’
political spending
• Equipment: Severe service

July
• Cover: How the driver coercion
rule has played out
• Feature: Buying the right
liability insurance
• Equipment: Truck and trailer
security equipment

August
• Cover: Accommodation and
discrimination regarding
LGBTQ drivers
• Feature: Intermodal / port
hauling
• Equipment: Load securement

November
• Cover: Trucker Talent Search
winner profile
• Feature: Preventing and
treating carpal tunnel
syndrome
• Equipment: Additives

December
• Cover: Coffee: myths and
facts on fatigue; health pros
and cons
• Feature: Chemical tank
hauling
• Equipment: Oil filters

September
• Cover: Hotshot trucking
opportunities
• Feature: Hauling after
disasters
• Equipment: In-cab heaters
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2019 Print Production Schedule + Specs
ISSUE

Ad Close Date

Creative Due

January

11/29/18

12/10/18

February

12/31/18

01/10/19

March

01/29/19

02/07/19

April

03/05/19

03/14/19

May

04/01/19

04/10/19

June

05/03/19

05/14/19

July

05/31/19

06/11/19

August

07/01/19

07/11/19

September

08/05/19

08/14/19

October

09/03/19

09/12/19

November

10/03/19

10/14/19

December

10/31/19

11/11/19
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Image Requirements
All images for ads and special sections
should be color-corrected and provided
at or above our minimum resolution
requirement of 300 dpi.
• Mode: CMYK
(convert all RGB and spot colors)
2/3-Page Vertical

1/2-Page Island

• Format: .tif, .eps or .jpg
If files are prepared improperly and
mechanical requirements are not met,
Randall-Reilly cannot guarantee the
production capability or quality of the
ad. All ads submitted should be suitable
to print as is. Randall-Reilly cannot be
responsible for any errors in content.

1/3-Page Vertical

1/2-Page Horizontal
1/3-Page Horizontal
1/4-Page Banner

Alternate File
Formats Accepted
Adobe Native Application Files
(.ai, .indd, .psd). Ads created in
an unacceptable format cannot
be accepted and will need to be
resubmitted or recreated.

1/4-Page Horizontal
1/3-Page Square

1/6-Page Vertical
1/6-Page Horizontal
1/4-Page Vertical

2019 Print Specs + Rates
Run of Book Advertising Rates*
Cover Positions

Color Fees

Rate includes four-color
process — not subject to
volume discounts beyond
the 12-time rate.

Rates include the
standard four-color
process. Matched fifth
PMS color $750.

Premium Positions
• Cover 2 Spread: Plus 20%
• Back Cover: Plus 20%
• Other Required
Positioning: Plus 10%

Premium
Positions & Inserts
Contact your sales
representative for more
information.

Four-Color Rates

1X

6X

12X

24X

2-Page Spread

$28,119

$27,568

$27,017

$26,476

Full Page

$18,784

$18,416

$18,055

$17,694

2/3-Page Vertical

$15,116

$14,819

$14,529

$14,238

Production charges
will be billed at a noncommissionable rate.

1/2-Island

$12,210

$11,721

$11,253

$10,802

• Ad Design: $140 - $360

1/2-Page Horizontal

$9,392

$9,016

$8,656

$8,310

• Redesign/Resize:
$75 - $165

1/2-Page Vertical

$9,392

$9,016

$8,656

$8,310

• Photo Scans: $50 - Up

1/3-Page Vertical

$6,199

$5,951

$5,713

$5,484

• Duplicate Digital
Files: $30

1/4-Page Horizontal

$4,696

$4,508

$4,328

$4,155

1/4-Page Vertical

$4,696

$4,508

$4,328

$4,155

Production &
Handling Charges

• Text Changes: $30 - Up

*All Rates are Gross, Four-Color
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Overdrive Staff
Going the extra mile.

Overdrive’s mission is to provide
thought-provoking perspectives and
deep analysis of the issues affecting
owner-operator truckers. Our team of
professional journalists is committed
to creating the engaging, focused and
trusted editorial content that will help
recipients manage their business.

Senior Editor

Max Heine

Todd Dills

800-633-5953 x1038
mheine@randallreilly.com
@MaxHeine

800-633-5953 x1362
tdills@randallreilly.com
@channel19Todd

Max is Editorial Director of Overdrive and
writes regularly for the Overdrive Extra
blog. A CDL holder, he joined Overdrive
in 1998 after more than two decades of
newspaper work. Max received a degree
in communications from the University of
Tennessee in 1975.

Todd frequently covers business, regulatory
and lifestyle topics. Todd was awarded a
Grand Neal for his work on the “CSA’s Data
Trail” series in Overdrive about the federal
CSA program. Todd’s Channel 19 blog covers
a grab bag of on-highway hearsay, owneroperator news and driver views.

Senior Editor

Equipment Editor

Managing Editor

James Jaillet

Jason Cannon

Dean Smallwood

800-633-5953 x1449
jjaillet@randallreilly.com
@trucknewsJJ

800-633-5953 x1358
jasoncannon@randallreilly.com
@By_Jason_Cannon

800-633-5953 x1039
dsmallwood@randallreilly.com
@CCJnow

James is Senior Editor for Overdrive and
Commercial Carrier Journal. He has covered
regulatory, economic and business news and
analysis for Overdrive. He holds a Bachelor’s
Degree in Journalism from The University
of Alabama.
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Editorial Director

Jason joined Randall-Reilly in 2012 as Online
Editor for Hard Working Trucks, Successful
Dealer and Truck Parts & Service, sister brands
to Overdrive. He focuses on Class 8 trucks,
trailers and related components.

Dean is Managing Editor of Commercial
Carrier Journal and Overdrive. He has nearly
three decades of journalism experience,
with more than half of that spent covering
the transportation industry. Dean holds a
Bachelor’s Degree from Auburn University.

News Editor
Matt Cole
800-633-5953 x1702
mattcole@randallreilly.com

Matt is News Editor for Overdrive and
Commercial Carrier Journal. He started his
career in journalism writing and editing
news for The Demopolis Times. He holds a
Bachelor’s Degree in Journalism from The
University of Alabama.

Find Overdrive online:
overdriveonline.com
f acebook.com/overdrivetrucking
t witter.com/overdriveupdate
y
 outube.com/overdrivemag
Overdrive’s Trucking Pro
instagram.com/overdrivetrucking
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Vice President,
Strategic Accounts
Michael Newman
800-633-5953 x1241
mnewman@randallreilly.com

During his 20-year career with RandallReilly, Michael has been instrumental in
the development of the company’s digital
initiatives. He served as director of web
development, director of digital services
for construction and construction national
accounts executive.

Director Of
Media Sales
Seth Becker
800-633-5953 x1146
sethbecker@randallreilly.com

Seth has significant experience in marketing,
recruiting and transportation. His career
highlights include director of recruiting
at Knight Transportation and enrollment
manager at University of Phoenix. Seth
has a Bachelor’s Degree in marketing from
Northern Arizona University and an MBA
from University of Phoenix.

Mike Reilly
Chairman Emeritus
Brent Reilly
President & CEO
Shane Elmore
COO
Kim Fieldbinder
CFO
Linda Longton
SVP Editorial & Research
Robert Lake
SVP Acquisitions
& Business Development
Scott Miller
SVP Sales
Prescott Shibles
SVP Data
Nick Reid
SVP Digital Services
Stacy McCants
VP Events
Julie Arsenault
VP Marketing
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Randall-Reilly is the leading B2B data company in trucking, construction, agriculture and
other industrial markets. Their proprietary data, with equipment-level intelligence, builds
exclusive market insights and drives exceptional outcomes. More than 4,400 clients in
sales, marketing and recruiting utilize Randall-Reilly’s data-driven platforms, services and
media to reach their audiences. Headquartered in Tuscaloosa, Alabama the company also
has offices in Charlotte, North Carolina, Anniston, Alabama and Draper, Utah.

randallreilly.com
Agriculture |
Lift Trucks |

Logging |

Construction |
Machine Tools |

Driver Recruiting |
Office Equipment |

Diesel Tech Recruiting
Printing |

Trucking |

Woodworking

